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Welcome to this special issue of Wireless Personal Communications. This special issue con-
stitutes a selection of best papers from the 2011 ICUFN (International Conference on Ubiq-
uitous Future Networks) Conference. All these papers have been extended and reviewed
again by 3 independent reviewers. ICUFN is an annual international conference (www.icufn.
org) co-sponsored by IEEE Communications Society and organized by the KICS (Korean
Information & Communications Society).

The first paper is entitled “Joint Load Balancing of Radio and Transport Networks in LTE
system”. Load Balancing (LB) is an important mechanism often used in the cellular networks
to offload the excessive traffic from high-load cells to low-load cells. In this paper, a novel
concept of joint LB of transport network (TN) and radio network (RN) is proposed for LTE
system based on a network-wide unified utility to capture the QoS of TN and RN. A simple
local search algorithm is used for practical application. The proposed mechanism is shown
by numerical results on both GBR and non-GBR traffic to have better performance than the
conventional RN-only LB solution.

The second paper entitled “New QoS Resource Allocation Scheme Using GTS for
WPANs” proposes a new GTS allocation scheme named unbalanced GTS allocation, which
can improve the bandwidth resource efficiently. The network calculus theory based on the
fluid model and greedy algorithm are applied to solve the bandwidth underutilization prob-
lem. Compared with the standard GTS allocation scheme, it shows an efficient bandwidth
allocation with a QoS-guaranteed model and without breaking the standard protocol.

The third paper—“Power Allocation for Two-way relay System Based on Sequential
Second Price Auction” proposes a sequential second price auction as a mechanism to
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allocate the power of a two-way relay system with multiple user pairs. It is shown that
the total channel capacity increases with the number of user pairs and the power units, and
the system efficiency of this mechanism is high and stable.

The fourth paper entitled “Cross-layer Analysis of CSMA/iCA based Wireless Local
Area Network” provides a cross layer analysis of the CSMA/iCA based WLAN and devel-
ops 3D Markov chain that emulates the backoff procedure of the CSMA/iCA. It is shown
that CSMA/iCA offers better performance than CSMA/CA in the effects of channel noise
and packet arrival rate at contending stations.

The fifth paper—“On the Design of Inclusive Ubiquitous Access” studies an affordable,
high-performance, low-effect router based on open source software and standard off-the-
shelf, hardware offering both copper and fiber links. They discuss the design of key network
elements and careful power management based on alternative energy sources and storage.
Their design is capable of forwarding more than 700 kbps at 22 W. The power consumption is
considerably less than all alternatives. This paper also reported on ongoing field-tests based
on the use of the current version of this router for provisioning of broadband network services.

The final one entitled “Efficient utilization of Available Channels in Dynamic Spectrum
Access Networks” proposes an error-adaptive MAC protocol by switching between error-
recovery mode and dual-transmit mode according to the channel status. When the channel is
not good, additional channels acquired from the legacy network are used for the frame error
recovery. On the other hand, in case that the channel is stable and reliable, the extra channels
can be used to increase the throughput of cognitive devices. The simulation shows that the
protocol can enhance the throughput of the cognitive radio networks.

I would like to thank the Editor-in-chief (Professor Ramjee Prasad) and Springer’s senior
editorial assistant (Mrs. Christine Velarde) for their support and help in realizing this special
issue. Special thanks to all the authors for promptly revising their papers to the requirements
of their viewers. Thanks to the organizers of ICUFN conference, especially to the Organizing
Co-Chair (Professor Yeong Min Jang) and TPC Co-Chair (Professor Seung-Ho Jeong) for
gathering quality papers for this special issue. I hope you will enjoy reading this special issue.
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